
P A C I F I C  P R O S P E C T S  

by Frank B. Gibney 

n his pioneering work on the Medi- 
terranean world in the age of 
Spain's Philip 11, historian Fernand 
Braudel claims that the Mediterra- 
nean region lacked any unity apart 
from that "created by the move- 

ments of men, the relationships they imply 
and the routes they follow.. . . The whole 
Mediterranean," Braudel continues, "con- 
sists of movement in space. Anything enter- 
ing it-wars, shadows of war, fashions, 
techniques, epidemics, merchandise light 
or heavy, precious or commonplace-may 
be caught up in the flow of its lifeblood, 
ferried over great distances, washed ashore 
to be taken up again and passed on end- 
lessly, maybe even carried beyond its 
shores." 

The Mediterranean world that Braudel 
evokes, with its trading galleys, Phoenician 
and Greek alphabets, colonizing Crusaders, 
Venetian merchants and their fleets, Byzan- 
tine and Arab scholars, and Renaissance 
bankers, took centuries of commerce and 
communication to develop. All the more 
remarkable, then, that in a mere 30 years a 
similar evolution has taken place among 
the peoples of the Pacific Basin. 

Of course, it is now commonplace to 
note how the jet aircraft, the TV screen, 
and the semiconductor have transformed 
our old ideas of geography, how technology 
has compressed time and space. But living 
with these new realities is not so easy as 
talking about them. Braudel's Mediterra- 
nean peoples had many generations in 

which to get used to their neighbors across 
the water. By contrast, Japanese and Ameri- 
cans, Australians and Indonesians, Chinese 
and Canadians are learning Braudel's uni- 
ties in a hurry-almost by the hour. 

Like the postmedieval Mediterranean, 
the Pacific Basin came to life as a market- 
place. Some Americans regarded it as such 
during the last century. Yet even those Yan- 
kee traders of the clipper-ship era consid- 
ered Pacific commerce little more than a 
footnote to the main action in the continen- 
tal United States and across the Atlantic in 
Europe. Now the scenes have shifted. By 
1979 American trade with Pacific Rim 
countries had grown greater than that with 
Europe. By 1989 our $297 billion com- 
merce with the East Asian countries was 
more than one-third heavier than our total 
trade with Europe-and growing. It has be- 
come exceedingly complex as well. Besides 
the flood of automobiles, textiles, micro- 
chips, and electronic gear coming in from 
the Pacific, as aircraft, agricultural com- 
modities, and computer software go out, an 
interlocking network of investments, joint 
ventures, and offshore manufacturing has 
grown up among the Pacific countries. For 
better or for worse, we are becoming part 
of a vast shared economy in which it is in- 
creasingly hard for individual countries to 
legislate or otherwise enforce protective 
barriers, or for that matter to retain their 
economic sovereignty. 

Japan's postwar success story was what 
first made people contemplate a Pacific 
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flowering, but the rise of Japan as an eco- and seriously reviewed. The very word 
nomic superpower was not an isolated phe- "Confucian," once a virtual synonym for 
nomenon. It was followed during the 1970s obscurantism, is now used admiringly to 
by the meteoric growth of the Republic of describe the cohesiveness of group-minded 
Korea; Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore Asian capitalists. 
as trading and manufacturing powers. Now The Asian-Pacific take-off did not hap- 
Indonesia, Thailand, and Malaysia are reg- pen by accident. Following Japan's exam- 
istering similar gains in exports and gross pie during the 1960s, but with marked indi- 
national products (GNPs). Even mainland vidual variations, East Asians threw out the 
China, for all its post-Tiananmen political self-defeating import-substitution policies 
posturing, has irrevocably shattered its old and command economies so favored by 
Maoist command economy, with Guang- Third World countries elsewhere. Taking 
thou (Canton) and the free economic zones advantage of traditional reliance on group 
as virtual capitals of a new free market. The loyalties, plus an almost religious regard for 
absorption of free-wheeling Hong Kong in education, they showed themselves willing 
1997 is likely to further 

loosen China's economy. 
The huge changes, social j 
and economic, taking placealong the western shores of 
the Pacific amount to mod- 

ern Asia's jet-age version of 
the Industrial Revolution. 

Such changes are having an 
impact on the United 
States--and Europe--com- 

.,, ,,..,~ ~~~~ parable to the 19th-century 
assault of Western colonial- 

ism on Asia. If ctlwel~t pattel77s co,?tilztce, savs the Economist, hy the Il?id-2/st 

The impact transcends celztuly the loctls of globnl eco,7olllic po~?,el- ~2iill shift fvoll? "Eu- 
rope al~d North A~?-2el-ica to the wesrem side of rl?e Pncific Rilll." 

the expansion of trade and 
investments. Asian-Pacific people are now to work hard and save for the prospect of 
America's fastest-growing source of immi- long-term gain. Although keenly competi- 
grants, and a large proportion of them are tive in head-to-head struggles with rival 
skilled. (More than 2.6 million came here companies, East Asian businessmen were 
during the 1980s, comprising almost half of willing to take direction from their govern- 
the U.S. immigration in that period. By the ments. (They generally had little choice.) In 
1990 census fully eight percent of Califor- a sense, engineers and economic planners 
nia's population was of Asian descent.) We played the didactic role that Confucian 
are importing the cultures and philoso- mandarins had played in an earlier day, 
phies of Asians along with their goods. The leading their countries in intensive export 
growth of Chinese and Japanese language drives, based on extraordinarily high levels 
study in American high schools and univer- of personal savings and capital investment. 
sities during the last 15 years has exceeded One newly industrializing country 
all expectations. Translations of Japanese learned from another, in what Saburo 
and Chinese books are finally being widely Okita, the doyen of Japan's official develop- 
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ment economists, called the "flying geese" David Ricardo, and today's neoclassical 
pattern of shared growth. Borrowing the economists on their collective head. 
term from the writings of another Japanese The model for these burgeoning Asian 
economist, Akamatsu Kaname, Okita used economies was Japan's Meiii Restoration of 
the~ imdge of the V-formation of geese to 1868. More properly called a cultural revo- 
demonstrate how an economic latecomer lution, Meiji was Japan's self-propelled 
adopts the techniques of more advanced drive to modernize itself and become, eco- 
countries to catch up, in the process using nomically as well as politically, an East 
its own distinctiveness to support itself. As Asian version of the 19th-century European 
Okita has pointed out, this is neither the nation-state. To succeed, the Japanese had 
horizontal-type integration of equals of the to play "catch-up" ball all the way. Lacking 
European Community nor the classic verti- modern banks or capitalists, the new Meiji 
cal relationship between industrialized government privatized industries after it de- 
countries and the underdeveloped com- veloped them but continued to be support- 

modity-suppliers. It is often unapologeti- ive--lest the new Japanese businessmen be 
cally imitative. Witness the similarities be- swallowed up by their more experienced 
tween Japan's redoubtable Ministry of European competitors. The resultant cap- 
International Trade and Industry (MITI) italist development state was the unique 
and similar government organs in Korea amalgam of microeconomic free enterprise 
and Taiwan. and macroeconomic government guidance 

Almost all of the Asian economic up- that Japan largely remains today. 
surges were directed by authoritarian re- As other East Asian nations gained their 
gimes, albeit enlightened ones (at least in independence, Japan's business-govern 
economic affairs). However politically re- ment symbiosis served as an obvious eco- 
pressive, these governments gave private nomic model. South Korea's dour dictator, 
business every possible support. Business President Park Chung Hee, made clear his 
and finance worked closely with govern- debt to this model when he announced his 
ment to expand existing markets and pro- first economic Five Year Plan in 1962: "The 
mote research and development. They basic economic system...respects as 
were all well-advertised market economies, much as possible the freedom and creativ- 
answering to the name of free enterprise. ity of private individuals.... With regard to 
Yet the "guidance" that governments im- key industries, however, the government 
posed on their manufacturers and traders must take a direct or indirect part.... [I]n 
made for a unique version of capitalism, other words an enterprise leadership sys- 
worlds away from the adversarial free en- tem has been adopted." 
terprise of American definition. The politi- Under the watchful eyes of the new 
cal economist Chalmers Johnson has very Asian bureaucracies, the free enterprisers 
aptly categorized these economies as "cap- of the capitalist development states ex- 
italist development states." They represent panded according to government plan-- 
a new kind of capitalism indeed, which in and had their domestic markets protected 
its progress has already stood Adam Smith, while doing so. Their technology was bor 

Fuank B. Gibne~v is pl.esidelll of the Prtcific Brtsi,? 112sriture al·2d (IdjL1~~1Cf pl.OfeSSOI. Of Fnl. fasten? 
Slrcdies nr the Ul?i~,e~si!v of Cnlifol-12in, Srcnfn Bal-hr2l·a. A jonllel con.es~ol7de,72 a,ld editol· of Time, 
Life, rc~ld Newsweek, Ire is ~'ice-cllnin~?all of the Bonl~d of Edirol:v of Encyclopedia Britannica. Gih,?e?i 
is II1L' nl~rhol· of 10 book.v, i,lclrtdillg the fOl.lllCOllli)lg The Pacific Century, olz t~'lzich a PBS sel~ies of the 
srcllle Ilnlwe is based. Co~~l~igllt O 1992 hy A·a,lk B. Gihlz~l. 
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rowed mainly at bargain prices from the Similarly, American businesses, little con- 
United States, where most of the Asian cerned about their own work forces, were 

technocrats had earned their advanced de- quick to build their plants offshore, wher- 
grees. For their markets they also looked ever labor was for the time cheap. Any 
eastward. Without the combination of thought of reciprocity was long delayed. 
American invention and American buyers, Thus the United States became quite liter- 
the Pacific recovery would have sputtered ally the engine of growth for the whole Pa- 
out shortly after it began, cific area. From textiles to high-tech, the 

American military power guaranteed huge Asian GNP rises were generally based 
the security of postwar East Asian polities. on expanding sales to North America. 
As Lee Kuan Yew, Singapore's leader from In a wider sense Americans have been 
1959 to 1990, acknowledged, even the ulti- the leading instrument of the Asian-Pacific 
mately disastrous American intervention in world's political and cultural moderniza- 
Vietnam kept his and other Southeast Asian tion. If Japan was the working exemplar, 
countries safe from threats of conquest or the United States was the teacher. Asian stu- 
subversion during a critical period of eco- dents have assiduously studied English and 
nomic growth, many have gone to America to earn de- 

More immediately, American aid and grees in science and engineering. (Only re- 
commercial loans---not to mention U.S. cently has Japan's xenophobic university 
offshore military spending---were key fac- system opened its gates, ever so slightly, to 
tors in building up the economies of Japan, other Asian students.) In their moderniza- 
Taiwan, and many of the Southeast Asian tion efforts Asians have been guided, for 
nations. The motive for such aid was far better or worse, by American pop cul- 
from altruistic. Throughout East Asia-- ture--fashions, movies, and music. More 
from the 1960s to the late 1980s--Ameri- seriously, they have studied American ideas 
can policymakers winked at these coun- of law and democratic government. 
tries' economic protectionism and turned a Here, in the realm of political ideals and 
blind eye to their political repression, in re- practice, American influence has proved ef- 
turn for their loyalty in the Cold War strug- fective in the long run, despite the egre 
gle against communism, giously uncritical U.S. support of despots 

who dutifully toed the anticommunist line. 

T 
he real hero of the Pacific eco- Economic success brought rising social 

nomic take-off was the American and political expectations with it. This in 
consumer, who bought and bought turn brought pressure for greater political 

and bought. The huge trade imbalances and social freedom, pushed by an emerging 
that resulted surely gave the lie to the old new middle class, confident and increas- 
dependency theory, according to which de- ingly self-assertive. Even to those Asians 
veloped capitalist countries inexorably turn who as students denounced U.S. "imperial- 
the underdeveloped nations into helpless ism," America remained a powerful model 
raw-material suppliers and markets for of a working democracy. In the late 1980s 
their own manufactured goods. popular movements toppled authoritarian 

Quite to the contrary, American con- regimes in South Korea and the Philip- 
sumers readily bought the manufactures of pines, and the United States played a vital, if 
their Asian trading partners, while the U.S. belated, role in both countries' move to- 
government erected only minimal tariff ward greater democracy. Increasing popu- 
barriers against the endless flow of goods, lar pressure is at last forcing the democrati- 
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zation of rich Taiwan, again with U.S. the Pacific. They contribute to a dawning 
encouragement. sense of Pacific community. 

Not even Asia's communists are imper- 

rea, as in China itself, the police rule of old 
B 

ut when we speak of a Pacific com- vious to change. In Vietnam and even in 
Kim Il Sung's Stalinist satrapy in North Ko- munity--present or future--what 

do we really mean? Physically 

ideologues cannot indefinitely dam up a ris- speaking the Pacific Basin includes all 
ing tide of popular aspiration and discon- those countries bordering the Pacific litto- 
tent. As Japan's socialist leader Eda Saburo ral--from the United States, Canada, and 
said prophetically in the 1970s: "The age of Mexico and the Pacific Latin American 
ideology is dead." To which one might add countries on the eastern shore to the Asian 
that an age of democratic political pragma- nations on the western, from Japan and the 
tism is dawning. Soviet Union in the north to Indonesia in 

Modernization and democracy, how- the south, with the significant addition of 
ever, do not automatically mean "Ameri- Australia and New Zealand farther south. 
canization" or even "Westernization." A As distinguished from the oft-used "Pacific 
knowledge of the Federalist Papers, John Rim," however, the Basin also includes the 
Dewey, the Divine Comedy, or Kant is not Pacific island nations scattered across the 
necessary for learning the computer--still ocean and, at least in prospect, the signi~- 
less for running the new business collec- cant if untapped resources of the ocean 
tives of the capitalist development state. floor--which remain a subject for interna- 
Nevertheless, the Greco-Roman and Judeo- tional discussion and cooperation. 
Christian traditions, the optimism of the If we go back to Braudel's idea, how- 
Enlightenment, and the empiricism of the ever, that a civilization is based on the 
scientific method are legacies available to movements of people and their relation- 
all of mankind. The Japanese, among oth- ships, the number of significant players in 
ers, have shown that they can be grafted the Pacific drastically diminishes. The 
onto older Asian thought and culture with- United States and Japan are of course most 
out doing much damage to the intellectual prominent in the economic and, to a great 
ecology. extent, the political intercourse of the en- 

Influences flow in both directions, of tire area. China is inevitably part of Pacific 
course. New Asian ideas and adaptations in "movements"--as are Korea (both North 
business and the arts are being studied and and South), Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singa- 
followed by many Americans, as this Asian pore, Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, 
Industrial Revolution swings back full cir- Indonesia, Brunei, and, perhaps in the near 
de. With this has come a healthy, if sudden, future, Cambodia and Vietnam. 
appetite for traditional Asian culture, The Soviet Union--or at least the Rus- 
among at least some in this society. The in- sian Republic--must now be counted a 
flux of Asian immigrants has added a new participant. In fact, Russian economists 
element to American culture---and not just and new businessmen of both the 
in California. Cars, sushi bars, television Gorbachev and Yeltsin persuasions are do- 
sets, Buddhist philosophy, tai chi exercises, ing their best to interest Asian nations in 
tennis rackets, video games, financing for the development of Siberia. Here the Re- 
new factories and U.S. government bonds, public of Korea has been a particularly ac- 
and new Asian entrepreneurs in the Silicon tive player; Japan may soon follow. The tri- 
Valley--all thesecome to us from across angular trade between Southeast Asian 
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countries, Japan, and the jl 
United States is constantly 

expanding. 
Australia and New Zea- 

land also play significant 
roles here. Prime Minister 

Bob Hawke was not indulg- 

ing in hyperbole when he 
repeatedly claimed during 
the 1980s that Australia is an 

"Asian country." (His pro- 
nouncements met with 
some understandable skepti- 

cism: "They don't look 
much like Asians to me," 

On the Neui Gtlinea islnl~d of iMantls, tvibesll·2elz vide in a Toyota 
said one Japanese econo- tlllck. Asia fi)ldS its biggest neMt )2Clrket is Asia itself--and the west- 
mist.) The Anglo-Saxon ,, Pacific. Will the eastel7z Pacific stay in the gcolze? 
commonwealths "down un- 
der" have done their best not merely to Pacific community in a series of essays that 
keep up trade relationships-Australia, rich first began to appear in 1967. In that same 
in oil, iron, and other commodities, is one year, primarily for security reasons, five 
of the few countries to enjoy a favorable Southeast Asian nations--Singapore, Ma- 
trade balance with Japan--but have also in- laysia, Thailand, the Philippines, and Indo- 
creased Asian immigration, once prohib- nesia (later to be joined by Brunei)-- 
ited, and shown themselves to be promot- formed the Association of East Asian Na- 
ers of Pacific cooperation. tions (ASEAN). Given urgency by the inten- 

Of the Latin American nations, Mexico sification of the Vietnam War, the ASEAN 
has shown by far the most interest in the group later turned more to economic co- 
Pacific connection. It has played an in- operation. Even with their own communi- 
creasing role and will continue to expand, cation difficulties--they have yet to iron 
This is true not only of direct trade and in- out a welter of intramural trade restrid- 
vestments: Mexico is also the active host to tions--the Southeast Asian nations' work- 
a variety of mngtlilodora companies, mostly ing partnership showed how people of very 
Japanese and American, which operate disparate cultures, races, and political 
across the border and export to the United make-ups could get together in the com- 
States and to Asia--even back home. (The mon interest. 
local Sanyo company in Mexico, for in- In 1978, Japan's newly installed prime 
stance, is now exporting vacuum cleaners minister, Ohira Masayoshi, became the first 
to Japan.) Chile and Peru--the latter with a statesman to promote the ideas of econo- 
president of Japanese descent--have also mist Kojima. Ohira found a strong sup- 
expressed considerable interest in the porter in Australia's prime minister, Mal- 
transpacific connection. colm Eraser. At a 1980 meeting in 

The first real thinking about Pacific eco- Canberra, sponsored chiefly by the Austra- 
nomic cooperation came from Japan. The lians and Japanese, the backers of the Pa- 
distinguished Japanese economist, Kojima cific-community concept formed what is 
Kiyoshi, set forth the idea of an emergent now called the Pacific Economic Coopera- 
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tion Conference (PECC), an organization gamble paid off when the Korean balance 
that today includes 20 nations. of payments went over into the black in the 

The United States joined the Canberra late 1980s (although there has been slip- 
Conference and subsequent meetings with page since then). 
enthusiasm. By the early 1980s, in fact, In Singapore and Taiwan more reliance 
American academics and businessmen was put on attracting foreign companies--- 
were active in two organizations, PECC and American, European, and Japanese--to 
the Pacific Basin Economic Council build offshore plants. The idea was to offer 
(PBEC). While PBEC consists entirely of cheap labor and facilities provided by the 
businessmen, the national delegations of government to get foreign companies to 
PECC contain equal numbers of business- create the nucleus of a local industry. Indo- 
men, academics or professionals, and gov- nesia, on the other hand, offers the classic 
ernment officials. example of a single-commodity economy 

To be sure, the Pacific Basin community purposefully changing to reliance on ex- 
is no Organization for Economic Coopera- ports in other fields. 
tion and Development, and it is doubtful 

I 
t is precisely because of all these differ- that it will ever become a counterpart of 

the European Community. In part this is ences among Basin nations that some 
because the peoples of the Pacific nations sort of Pacific economic organization 
exhibit the widest disparities of history, was necessary. With all the countries on the 
race, and background. And radically differ- rim of the Pacific practicing vigorous ag- 
ent stages of development exist not only gressive export-led economics, the United 
among Pacific nations but also within States, along with mercantilist Japan, has 
them. Several historic "time zones" sepa- been moved to retaliate with its own form 
rate businessmen in the luxurious corri- of protectionism. There was clearly a need 
dors of the White Swan Hotel in Canton for some kind of organization to play inter- 
(Guangzhou) from the impoverished peas- national traffic cop or at least to advise all 
ants in the communities of Guizhou a few these different economies of some general 
hundred miles away, rules of the road. 

All of Okita's "flying geese" in East Asia PECC set out to do just this, and it has 
have moved at different paces and in differ- met with some success. With its member 
ent ways. The Japanese example is, of governments cooperating at the foreign- 
course, preeminent--with its purposeful ministry level, PECC created various task 
coordination of government, finance, and forces to deal with matters such as energy 
business. Others are equally interesting, resources, science and technology, trans- 
however. The Koreans produced their own portation and communications, and trade 
catch-up device of economic expansion in problems throughout the Pacific Basin. 
large c~znebol conglomerates, which con- These have proved to be indispensable fo- 
centrated from the first on export busi- rums where people from different coun- 
ness--beginning with overseas construc- tries with vastly different backgrounds and 
tion work and reaching a higher level of problems can meet to discuss the inevitable 
sophistication with electronic and automo- collisions that occur among them. The 
tive exports. Their ascent involved a high- more such forums proliferate, the less 
risk policy of accumulating heavy foreign chance that these lumbering economic re- 
debt, gambling that their industry could ex- covery buses will run into each other--or 
port enough to pay it off in the end. The at least end up in serious gridlock. 
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The great cities of the Pacific littoral is the progress made in intellectual prop- 
have their similarities. Tokyo, Los Angeles, erty protection during the last few years. A 
Seattle, Seoul, Singapore, Shanghai, and decade ago, intellectual piracy was a seri- 
Sydney are big, brash trading cities. They ous problem. It occurred not merely in 
have much in common--not least a gen- book publishing or videotape sales--the 
eral veneer of American-type pop culture. Jolly Roger flew proudly over thousands of 
But the hinterlands behind them are far dif- bootleg stores in Taipei and Seoul--but 
ferent. The job of organizations like PECC spread into the high-stakes business of com- 
is to bring the people of the hinterlands-- puter software. Some governments winked 
and the politicians who reflect their con- at this piracy. After all, it was a way of help- 
cerns-ever closer together, ing many of their citizens make windfall 

Although there is little possibility of cul- profits. But the constant airing of this mat- 
tural homogenization with so many strong ter in various Pacific forums began to make 
local cultures involved, there is good rea- it clear that intellectual property rights pro- 
son to hope that such regional organiza- tection was a serious matter. 
tions can promote at least a general inter- Regional organizations become even 
nationalist view among businessmen, more important as the economies of the 
statesmen, and academics throughout the Asian-Pacific nations widen and diversify. 
Basin. Starting with trade, these network- Many of the newly industrialized countries 
ing bodies have made people aware that of the Pacific Basin have developed consid- 
they have to think on a multilateral, rather erable domestic demand for goods and ser- 
than a merely bilateral, basis, vices. This includes more imports. In coun- 

Some say that these groups have no real tries such as Korea, for example, domestic 
muscle, that the agreements they reach demand is now very heavy. A great deal of 
have little binding effect on the govern- the economy is devoted to satisfying it, in- 
ments, even though one-third of the repre- eluding much production that was previ- 
sentatives in PECC are government people. ously concentrated on exports. This comes 
Nevertheless, the process of multilateral just in time. Not even the American con- 
consultation has mitigated many problems sumer would have been able to support the 
that would have become impasses in bjlat- continuing flow of products making its way 
eral dealings. (A largely bilateral approach eastward across the ocean. As trade and in- 
is, in fact, one of the reasons for the bitter- vestments increase in other Pacific coun- 
ness on both sides of the Japanese-Ameri- tries, a leveling takes place---and this level- 
can conversation.) By and large, ing demands discussion and arbitration 
multilateralism in the Pacific has been en- among the parties involved. 
couraging. As a former U.S, trade negoti- 

F 
or all the promise of a coming Pa- ator observed a couple of years ago at a 

PECC conference, "There is really much cific Century, two major problems 
more of a discussion process on Pacific continue to trouble the Pacific rela- 
trade problems than there is in Europe. tionships: security and trade imbalances. 
When we go to Europe, we are almost im- During most of the postwar era, the So- 
mediately involved in confrontational tac- viet Union or its communist surrogates re 
ties with the EC people. In the Pacific we mained the region's major security threat 
can talk things over first. This paves the way (although for the past 20 years, the People's 
for some reasonable solutions." Republic of China has been more of a pa- 

One fruit of Pacific multilateral dealings per tiger than a real menace). Not only did 
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Moscow put the starch in Kim Il Sung's ag- pan were withdrawn. 
gressive posturings in North Korea, but its With the end of the bipolar Cold War, 
constant fleet and air activity off Japan's sea there is a greater need for some sort of col- 
lanes--plus the occupation of Japan's lective regional security. Wild cards re- 
northern islands since World War II--con- main---principally North Korea and the Poi 
tinued to worry the world's new economic Pot forces in Cambodia. Although founded 
superpower. American bases seemed nec- as a security organization, ASEAN has 
essary as a counter not only to Soviet never really been able to develop close mil- 
home-based power in the Northeast Pacific itary ties. The interest with which Malaysia 
but to such huge Soviet naval bases as and Singapore have kept up long-standing 
Camranh Bay in Vietnam. Through the first Commonwealth military relationships with 
half of the 1980s, Soviets continued to de- Britain and Australia suggests a continuing 
nounce various Pacific Basin organizations security concern. The American presence 
as fronts for "U.S. imperialism." to some extent will remain, but a consen- 

All this changed in 1986, when Mikhail sus is growing that some sort of regional 
Gorbachev made his memorable speech in security force or alliance is necessary to re- 
Vladivostok, announcing that hereafter the place the old superpower confrontation. 
Soviet Union wanted "in" on Pacific eco- The problem of trade imbalances and 
nomic cooperation and hoped to play a protectionism is more immediate. Here the 
constructive and cooperative role. Now, as principal complainant is the United States. 
the Cold War becomes a thing of the past, The chronic $40-50 billion trade deficit 
both external and internal pressure grows with the Japanese has grown little better. As 
on Americans to cut back on their military of this writing there is something over a 
strategic investment in the Pacific. The $7.2 billion deficit with China. U.S. negoti- 
Philippine Senate's refusal to renew the ators continue to press South Korea, Tai- 
leases for the U.S. base at Subic Bay merely wan, and, increasingly, the Southeast Asian 
served to accelerate a tendency that had nations both to open their markets and to 
been developing since the perestroika era. put teeth into some regional trade reciproc- 

It is now quite clear that the Soviet ity agreements. 
Union and Japan will reach some accom- American pressure here cannot be ig- 
modation even on the vexed issue of the nored. On the average, the United States 
"northern territories," while South Korean absorbs more than 23 percent of all exports 
president Roh Tae Woo's successful "north- from the East Asian nations. Thus the en- 
ern policy" of making friends with the So- gine of growth, although sputtering in pro- 
viet Union and China has moved the t~Yo test, continues to service these developing 
principal backers of Kim Il Sung's aggres- economies. By contrast, Japan, although a 
sive one-man dictatorship in North Korea huge exporter to the United States, South 
to work for the peaceful unification of the Korea, and the Southeast Asian countries, 
divided nation. The United States inevitably absorbs on the average only about 16 per- 
will cut back on its military expenditures, cent of other Asian nations' trade. There is 
which served to counter a threat that is a growing demand from such countries as 
now gone. Even the Security Treaty com- South Korea that Japan let their exports in. 
mitment to Japan is no longer as certain as Only rarely can one find a Hyundai or 
it once was. Many argue that, from the Daewoo car on Tolojo's streets. 
standpoints both of Americans and Japa- It is too late in the game, even with re- 
nese, it would be better if U.S. forces in Ja- cession-inspired political pressures, for the 
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United States to adopt outright protection- own--spending a lot of money on infra- 
ism. The Pacific economies are far too structure and domestic demand--and 

closely linked for that. For one thing, close showing increasing receptivity to American 
to 50 percent of the exports from Singapore imports, we can hardly expect them to 
and Taiwan -to the United States are made change their idea of the capitalist develop- 
by offshore branches of American compa- ment state to fit American standards. It 
nies. Both the Japanese sales and profits of would be healthier and more productive in 
American companies such as IBM are most the long term for America to get its own act 
impressive. And then, of course, we have together, reduce its vast deficit, and think of 
the swollen U.S. budget deficit, propped up an industrial policy with the same intensity 
by Japanese lenders, that it devoted to military planning during 

The close integration of Japanese keiret- the past 50 years. If the United States ex- 
stl conglomerates with Southeast Asian pects the Asian-Pacific countries to unlock 
companies has caused considerable worry some of their remaining protectionist 
especially when maverick statesmen like doors, it must also establish for itself a new 
Malaysia's Mahathir Mohamad frankly sug- set of national priorities in which economic 
gest a genuinely "Asian-Pacific" trade block security and the development of living eco- 
without American participation at all. For nomic relationships, rather than the build- 
that matter, Asians in their turn are worried ing of Star Wars and stealth systems, be- 
about the new North American trade bloc, come the primary goals of American policy. 
with Mexico joining Canada and the United Japan in turn must behave more like an 
States. engine of growth than a hungry predator, 

Most of these trade issues are many- for the United States can no longer sustain 
sided. It is hardly the best policy for the the locomotive function all by itself. 
United States to continue operating on a bi- 

uring the last quarter century of lateral basis, invoking the punitive "301" 

clause against single countries which seem Pacific cooperation we have 
to be abusing the trade relationship. It is watched a steady widening of edu- 
better to put teeth into existing economic cational, cultural, and technological inter- 
organizations like PECC--of which both change among the Basin nations. The revo- 
China and the Soviet Union are now mem- lution of rising expectations is well on its 
bers-and the new official Asia Pacific Eco- way among the Pacific nations, China in- 
nomic Cooperation (APEC) association. eluded. As prosperity is distributed, pur- 
The Japanese themselves are nervous chasing power will increase with it. The 
about appearing to promote a new Greater trading cities of the littoral--los Angeles, 
East Asia Go-prosperity Sphere. Ever more Tokyo, Vancouver, Shanghai, Sydney, Seat- 
aggressive activity is serving to provoke tie, Hong Kong, and Singapore--will be- 
anti-Japanese rather than pro-Japanese re- come less national ports than regional capi- 
actions among many smaller countries. If tals of an expanding Pacific economic 
Americans have been less economically community. This community--unique in 
competitive than the Japanese, Americans its growth attainments over the last 30 
are regarded as politically safer. years--·can well become, as Saburo Okita 

Although the new Asian economies are has suggested, "the driving force for dyna- 
developing consumer societies of their mism in the world economy." 
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J ust 15 years ago, readers interested in con- Eastasia Edge (Basic, 1982) and Ezra Vogel's 
temporary affairs would have been puzzled 

by any reference to the "Asia-Pacific," let alone Spread of Industrialization in East Asia (Har- 
to an anticipated "Pacific Century." In the late vard, 1991). Questioning, though not rejecting, 
1970s, repercussions of the American defeat in the Confucian factor in these countries' indus- 
Vietnam, uncertain prospects for stability else- trial development, Vogel places equally strong 
where in Southeast Asia, and the still mixed emphasis on "situational factors," including 
record of industrial growth in many Asian land reforms that weakened the grip of tl-adi- 
economies scarcely portended a tidal shift in tional rural elites who stood in the way of eco- 
world trade toward the countries arrayed about nomic transformation. 
the Pacific Rim. Few statesmen, and only the Noteworthy studies of the individual "Drag- 
rare economist, harbored notions of trans- ons" include Alice H. Amsden's Asia's Next Gi- 
pacific collaboration, ant: South Korea and Late Industrialization 

Today, the number of books dealing with the (Oxford, 1989), Thomas Gold's State and Soci- 
Asia-Pacific and the Pacific region-to-come is ety in the Taiwan Miracle (M. E. Sharpe, 
steadily growing, although it still lags behind 
the journalistic coverage of Fol-ttl,7e, Btlsines.r O 
Week, the Wall St~-eet Jorlmnl, the Ecolzolnist, 
and other business-oriented newspapers and 
magazines. 

press is obvious. Just as the term "Southeast 
The reason for the interest of the business 

Asia" emerged during World War II to denote a 
theater of military operations, so the phrase 
"Asia-Pacific" has come to have an equally nar- ~n, 

row meaning: a theater of economic opera- 
tions. In almost Marxist fashion, economics has iCa 
been the engine behind the regional dynamism. 

The locomotive was Japan--fueled by U.S. 
assistance in the early postwar years. Sociolo- 
gist Ezra Vogel's Japan As Number One: Les- 
sons for America (Han~ard, 1979) and Frank 
Gibney's Japan: The Fragile Superpower 1986), Kevin Rafferty's City on the Rocks: 
(Norton, 1975) stand out among the explana- Hong Kong's Uncertain Future (Viking, 
tions of the defeated Axis power's postwar as- 1989), and R. S. Milne and Diane K. Mauzy's 
cent. "The spectacular rise of'Japan, Inc.' in 35 Singapore: The Legacy of Lee Kuan Yew 
years from postwar- destitution to a gross na- (West\iiew, 1990). The point Amsden makes r-e- 
tional product of more than $1.2 trillion will go peatedly about Korea--that it was an industl-ial 
down," Gibnev writes, "as the world's fastest- "learner" rather than an innovator--holds for 
moving, if not its greatest, economic success the other "Dragons" as well. 
story." The four largest countries in the Association 

Soon to follow Japan's example were the of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)--Indone- 
newly industrialized economies of Hong Kong, sia, Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines-- 
South Kor-ea, Taiwan, and Singapore, a group earned the epithet "Four Farms" because of 
that journalists dubbed variously the "Four their- commodity-based exports. More recently, 
Dragons" or the "Four Little Dragons." Among because of their expanding spread of manufac- 
the better group portraits of these last-learners tured exports, three of the "Farms" have been 
are Kent Calder and Roy Hofheinz, Jn's The renamed. In Asia's New Little Dragons: The 
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Dynamic Emergence of Indonesia, Thailand, 
and Malaysia (Contemporary, 199 1) business 
consultant Steven Schlossstein points to the im- 
pressive strides made by the "New Little Drag- 
ons," but he does not gloss over the corruption 
and political instability that still plague these 
newly industrialized nations. 

Other observers are far more pessimistic 
about this sub-region. Kunio Yoshihara in The 
Rise of Ersatz Capitalism in Southeast Asia 
(Oxford, 1988) and James C. Clad in Behind 
the Myth: Business, Money and Power in 
Southeast Asia (Unwin Hyman, 1989) see pat- 
rimonial business practices and the lack of 
technological innovation as clouds on  the 
Southeast Asian horizon. 

The question, of course, is whether East 
Asia's economic dynamism will lead to strong 
ocean-wide affiliations (for security as well as 
for trade) o r  even to greater regional con- 
sciousness among the Pacific peoples. Although 
often informative, the books that announce an 
emerging regionalism tend to disappoint in two 
ways. Either they do little more than recapitu- 
late the East Asian success stories, or  they wan- 
der anecdotally throughout the wider Pacific 
Basin and come to hopeful conclusions. Robert 
Elegant's Pacific Destiny: Inside Asia Today 
(Crown, 1990) exemplifies the former ten- 
dency; Simon Winchester's Pacific Rising 
(Prentice Hall, 1991), the latter. That said, Win- 
chester's vision of Pacific unities-including 
his depiction of the overseas Chinese commu- 
nities as the "silken web that holds together the 
edges of the new Pacific"-is often persuasive. 

Gerald Segal's Rethinking the Pacific (Ox- 
ford, 1990) is perhaps the best scholarly assess- 
ment of the region. His goal is to integrate "the 
narrower aspects of culture, ideology, econom- 
ics, and military affairs into a wider apprecia- 
tion of the patterns in the international politics 
of the region." Segal, a fellow at the Interna- 
tional Institute for Strategic Studies in London, 
is thorough and cautious: "On the balance," he 
notes in his discussion of Basin geography, "the 
size of the Pacific remains more a barrier than 
a binding force for states along its rim." And he 
believes that even "if there was once a chance 
for a Pacific Economic Community, the time 
has now certainly past." 

That may be too dire, but Segal's views are 
informed by a strong sense of history and com- 
parative politics. Harvard historian Akira Iriye 
displays the same strengths in Across the Pa- 
cific: An Inner History of American-East 
Asian Relations (Harcourt, 1967), a lucid sur- 
vey of American-East Asian relations from the 
late 18th century up to the Vietnam War. De- 
spite the idealism of early American missionar- 
ies and of later Wilsonian internationalists, 
Iriye believes US.-Asian relations have been re- 
peatedly marred by mutual misapprehensions. 
Nevertheless, he holds out hope that greater 
"intellectual communication" across the ocean 
will create at least a "peaceful Pacific." 

Iriye takes his survey up to more recent 
times in his contribution to The United States 
and the Pacific Basin: Changing Economic 
and Security Relationships (Woodrow Wilson 
Center, 1991), edited by Mary Brown Bullock 
and Robert S. Litwak, program directors at the 
Woodrow Wilson Center. Several essays in this 
collection look at the U.S. role in the Pacific 
from the perspectives of Japan, Korea, and the 
Philippines. Philosopher Yersu Kim, as well as 
sketching a fascinating history of Korean per- 
ceptions of America, points to current sources 
of tension between Seoul and Washington: 
"Many Koreans see Korean exports to the 
United States as carefully tailored to the needs 
of the American consumer market, while the 
goods the United States is promoting for import 
to Korea are largely irrelevant to the needs of 
the Korean market and sometimes even harm- 
ful to the well-being of the Korean people." 

Considering the larger Pacific future-and 
America's role in it-Iriye perorates with a 
blend of realism and optimism: "Economically, 
if a Pacific common market is premature, at 
least efforts should be made to facilitate the 
movement of people, goods, and capital across 
national boundaries. Culturally, the United 
States should continue to exercise leadership in 
promoting democracy and human rights. All 
this will be an enormous undertaking, but the 
visions underlying it are those that inspired tra- 
ditional American-Asian relations as well as 
Wilsonianism." 

Modest as it is, this view of Pacific possibil- 
ities is not a bad one on which to build. 
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